2022 Taiwan Prime Award
Selection and Counseling
A short version of
Selection Notice
Advised by: Overseas Community Affairs Council, R.O.C. (Taiwan),
Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan)
Implemented by: Commerce Development Research Institute
Co-organized by: Taiwan External Trade Development Council

Purpose
In order to guide the development of overseas Taiwanese businesses, connect with
Taiwanese advantages, and assist in promoting overseas Taiwanese brands, the
Overseas Community Affairs Council, Republic of China (Taiwan) (OCAC)

conducted the selection and counseling activities of the Taiwan Prime Awards in
2021. It was expected to use the concept of common channels and overall
marketing to drive the development of overseas Taiwanese brands.
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Schedule for Selection
START
31 May

1 June to 10 June
Before 15 July

Now
Online
Registration
Begins

Before 30 Nov

Award and Praise
Ceremony

Registration
Deadline

Before 12 Sep

Announcement of
Taiwan Prime Golden
Quality Award and
Silver Quality Award

Submitting
Supplementary
Document

Before 31 Aug

Final
Selection

Overseas
Preliminary
Selection

29 July

Announcement
of Shortlists
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Registration Qualification

1.

The manufacturing unit of the registered company is located overseas.

2.

Enterprises with direct and indirect shareholding or capital contribution of overseas
Taiwanese or companies accounts for exceeding 50% in the total amount of all shares or
capital. (However, except the local laws and regulations limit the maximum proportion of
foreign shareholding, and the company can provide the prove that it has substantial control
over the business, or there are other special circumstances approved by OCAC.)

3.

The registered company is required to be registered in the country of manufacture of the
product, and the products it produces must obtain manufacturing registration in the
country where the product is manufactured, must be in normal operation, have good credit,
implement Corporate Social Responsibility and be a profitable company (companies
affected by COVID-19 are exempted from this).
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Taiwan Prime

1.

The registered product is mass-produced consumer product on the market, and has applied
for or obtained national standards, and certifications in the country of manufacture of the
product or international certification standards of the same level.

2.

The brand owned by the company has obtained trademark rights in accordance with the
trademark law of the country where the product is manufactured (or the proven
documentation of the trademark application is being applied for.)

3.

The same type of products of the winning companies in 2021 shall not be registered repeatedly.

4.

Category: ”Electronics, Electrical Appliances, Communication Products, and Parts”, “Leisure,
Education, and Sporting Goods” and “Fashion, Life and Cultural Creative Goods”.
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Product Category and Classification Code
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How to Apply?

◆

Registration Deadline: Until 23:59 (Taipei GMT+8:00), May 31, 2022.

◆

Application Fee: Each piece is limited to a maximum of USD 100, equivalent to local
currency. Payment should be paid to overseas preliminary selection unit.

◆

How to apple: To enter the Taiwan Prime online registration system (www.taiwanprime.org),
click registration online. Please register the registered enterprise information, then add
registered product information, and upload written information. (Accept online applications
only, do not receive paper documents.)
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Selection Criteria
◆
◆

Selection process is divided into two processes, “Preliminary Selection” and “Final
Selection”. (The finalist get into the final)
Preliminary Selection Criteria:
Written information evaluation 50%,
Product evaluation 50%.
Selection criteria for written information evaluation
Evaluation
as below:
R&D
15%

Design
15%

Quality
10%

Marketing
10%

The link
with Taiwan
(add up to 5
points)

Form
Schematic
Layout

Product evaluation for 50%
Describe each item(Selection Notice), it can be omitted if there’s no description.
Supporting documents can be supplemented.
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Product Evaluation Rules

◆ The overseas preliminary selection unit will notify the registered company to send the
registered product (physical finished product) to the designated place according to the
appointed time.
◆ Review committee may request the company to demonstrate on-site operation or give a
briefing if necessary. (Must include a "product introduction video" to show the usage
scenario of the product.)

◆ All registered items must be submitted in actual product for evaluation, except for
special circumstances, these items will be able to be displayed via video or other
alternative methods with the approval of the overseas preliminary selection unit.
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Resources for the Winners
In addition to award-winning companies may be rewarded the mass media at home and aboard
with promotion rewards, each award-winning product may also obtain various counseling and
promotion services:
(1) Provide loan guarantee for the funds needed to promote its own brand in overseas markets.

(2) Provide audit, taxation, financial and other related consulting services.
(3) TAITRA provides award-winning companies with free brand coaching course resources.
(4) Innovative counseling and promotion: online digital curation, precision digital marketing, ecommerce transformation consultant.
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Resources for the Winners
(1) Provide loan guarantee for the funds needed to promote its own
brand in overseas markets.
The project of the Overseas Credit Guarantee
Fund will provide a guarantee for loan up to
70% of the funds required for the promotion
plan, the maximum budget is US$2 million per
case, and on a case-by-case, the guaranteed
percentage (50% to 80%) will be approved.
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Resources for the Winners

(2) Audit, taxation, financial and other related consulting services
will be provided by four well-known accounting firms (Ernst &
Young, KPMG, PWC and Deloitte) in Taiwan. (There will be further
announcement about actual hours for consulting. )
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Resources for the Winners
(3) TAITRA will provide award-winning companies with
brand coaching course resources.
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Resources for the Winners
(4) Innovative Counseling and Promotion
Counseling

Online digital
curation

virtual exhibition room

#Online digital curation:

The “Digital Pavilion of
Taiwan Prime” will be a
virtual exhibition room,
presenting brand and
product characteristics
through life situations and
application scene,
with pictures and text to
deepen the impression.

360-degree view of the
products

Categorization of curation
themes

Award-winning Taiwan
businessman and product
information
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Resources for the Winners
(4) Innovative Counseling and Promotion
Promotion

Social Marketing
New media marketing

Awareness

To target audiences in the Facebook community, set ad
labels according to product categories to deliver ads.
The display of Facebook ads will be presented in
carousel format.

Content awareness
and expand exposure

Keyword marketing

Generate interest to
bring out interaction

#Digital marketing:
Search Engine
Optimization (SEO)
Maximize advertising
effectiveness by increasing
keyword visibility in
search engines.

Consideration

Keyword operations are carried out with the products of
the award-winning Taiwan merchants, set suitable
keywords and grab attention with ad placements listed
when you search, and the performance indicators are the
number of impressions and clicks. Product information
can be accurately delivered to the target audience.

Multimedia advertising network
Conversion
Improve visibility to
convert traffic

Find out potential customers who are interested in the
boutiques of overseas Taiwan businessmen through the
multimedia advertising network and establish settings
such as "audiences with similar interests" or "audiences
willing to consume" to achieve the purpose of
advertising and brand diffusion.
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Resources for the Winners
(4) Innovative Counseling and Promotion
consulting services
E-commerce transformation
consultant

# E-commerce strategy
consulting:
Advanced courses such as
membership management
Provide professional training
courses through e-commerce
and brand membership
management to achieve
traffic monetization benefits.

In view of how e-commerce platforms and brand
managements can achieve the purpose of traffic
monetization, we plan advanced courses for ecommerce brand membership management.

From how to get customers, keep customers, to the
marketing stage of die-hard customers, there are three
courses in total, four hours of step-by-step course
planning.

Step 1
Get customers

Lesson Planning Concept (1 hour):
- How to find and attract the right
audience
- SEO: Let customers find you
- Organic traffic of word-of-mouth
marketing

Step 2
Keep customers

Lesson Planning Concept (2 hours):
- How do I turn a customer into a
regular customer?
- How to manage customer
relationships in hierarchy?
- Content is king, make good ads
- Let the data speak: Understand
customer preferences.
Lesson Planning Concept (1 hour):
- How to increase selling price?
- Managing customer lifetime value.
- Membership service = preserving a
gold mine.

Step 3
Die-hard customers
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HELP AND SUPPORT
Ｑ: If the company is a subsidiary, can it register for Taiwan Prime?
A: Yes, if the person in charge of the company identifies as a Taiwanese businessman.
Ｑ: Well-known brand establishes company overseas, can it register for Taiwan Prime?
A: Yes, as long as there are Taiwanese businessmen with companies/factories overseas, even the
person in charge has dual citizenship.
Ｑ: If the company is mainly an original equipment manufacturer, can it register for
Taiwan Prime?
A: No, if the overseas Taiwanese company is only an original equipment manufacturer (OEM).
However, if the company is engaged in OEM, but also has its own brand and mass production
plan, it can register as long as it provides relevant supporting documents for branding.
Ｑ: If it's not the company's own product but an OEM, can it register for Taiwan Prime?

A: No, if the product is only imported and exported as an agent.
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HELP AND SUPPORT
Ｑ: If the product does not have the right of trademark, can it register for Taiwan
Prime?
A: Taiwan Prime selection was expected to guide overseas Taiwanese businessmen in brand
development through common channels, therefore, those who have or are applying for trademark
rights for the company's products can participate in the selection.
Ｑ: How many products can each company register for?
A: Each enterprise is limited to reporting at most one product in each of the three categories
of products mentioned above.
Ｑ: Why is there no food category?
A: There are shelf life and inspection issues for food, so there is no processed products and food
categories this year. It will be considered to be included in the selection category depending on the
needs and results.
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Good Luck for the competition！
Contact：

Researcher Chang +886.2.77074883
Researcher Chou +886.2.77074882
Official LINE: @taiwanprime
E-Mail : taiwanprime@cdri.org.tw

LINE@
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